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Editor's Comments 
I'm aghast that last month's Newsletter filled 
only 7 pages, after the angst to get "all the 
news that's fit to print" on 10 pages!  I think I 
underestimated the space we had.  Sorry. 
 
Clarification:  The second minute of Wolfville 
MM minutes of Nov. 13 should read: "WMM is 
unable to contribute to Jane MacKay Wright's 
tour, but would host an event locally if she is 
coming to the Maritimes." 
 
 

Announcements 
Unhappy News:  Gordon Husk died Feb. 5 in 
Kitchener, Ontario, after a collision with a 
truck in Dec., from which he never regained 
consciousness.  Many Friends and AVP people, 
including Michael & me, loved him and will 
miss him.  He, Rebecca Filyer, Jesse, and 
Liam were Atlantic Friends from St. John's, 
Newfoundland, until their move to Ontario in 
spring 1989.  A memorial service will be held 
in Mar. at Friends Meeting House in Toronto. 
Dale Gruchy, WMM, will probably have 
details.  Rebecca Filyer's address is 1470 
Morriset Ave., #23, Ottawa, ON, K1Z 8H5. -  
em                                                                                          
 

                                         
Atlantic Friends Gathering: May 16-19 - 
Great news!  We have secured Camp 
Tulakadik on Cassidy Lake, NB, for our AFG 
Victoria Day weekend.  NBMM, hosting this 
year's AFG, is organizing a program 
committee, but suggestions are welcome 
from all for programs and theme. 
 
Nominating Committee: March 18 - Friends 
are reminded to  recommend names, or 
volunteer, to serve on committees and offices 
of Canadian Yearly Meeting, by this date.  
Your Monthly Meeting clerk should have the 
list.  Send to clerk of Nominating Committee: 
Susan Stevenson, 101 Burden St., Prince 
George, BC, V2M 2G8, or: 
sksteven@pgweb.com. 
 
Atlantic Friends Serving CYM:  
• John Calder, NB, CYM Clerk '03 

• Marilyn Manzer, Wlv, Rec. Clerk '03 

• Vince Zelazny, NB, Rep. Mtg. '05 

• Paige Kennedy, Hfx, Rep. Mtg. '06 

• Marilyn Manzer, Wlv, Rep. Mtg. '06 

• Alleson Kase, Hfx, CFSC '04 

• Martha McClure, NB, CFSC '04 

• Maida Follini, NB, Discipline Review,     
Com. '04 

• Bruce Dienes, Wlv, Ec./Interfaith Com.,     
'04 

• Daphne Davey, NB, HMAC '03 

• Linda Foy, NB, HMAC '04 

• Marilyn Manzer, Wlv, Nom. Com. '03 

• Judith Camps, Hfx, Cont. Mtg. of M&C,     
'05 

• Harry Roper, NB, Epistle Summarizing,     
Com. '04 

• John Calder, NB, Faith & Practice Dev.,     
Com. 

• David Newlands, Hfx, FUM '05 

• Barbara Aikman, Wlv, FWCC/Americas,     
'04 

Young Friends Weekend: The organizers will 
make another attempt to hold a youth 
weekend in Fredericton, perhaps Mar. 29-30. 
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Change of Addresses 
• The address of the Walkers, of Halifax 

MM, should be changed to: 
anngrahamwalker@shaw.ca, or, 
josephwalker@shaw.ca. 

• Helen & Bill Zebedee, Box 242 CRO, Hfx. 
B3J 2N7. 

 

Outreach 
Quakers Believe Anyone Can Have Direct 
Experience of God, by Lesley Read, Sackville 
Worship Group of NBMM, printed in Sackville 
Tribune-Post, Jan. 15, 2003 
 
In these times when the news is full of 
violence and threats of war, it is difficult to 
maintain the hope that there can be a more 
peaceful world.  In the Religious Society of 
Friends (Quakers), we believe that there are 
many ways to work for peace and that 
everyone can have a part to play. 
  
Although Quakers are known as pacifists, or 
"conscientious objectors" in time of war, our 
peace testimony is actually far reaching and 
fundamental to our everyday living.  At the 
basis of Quaker life and practice is the 
conviction that God's spirit is in each person 
in the world, which leads to a recognition 
that we are all part of one human family no 
matter our outward differences of race, 
religion, culture, age, experience or 
understanding. 
 
This conviction also affects the way that 
Quakers worship because it is believed that 
anyone can have a direct experience of God.  
In worship, we try to discern the Inner Light 
by meeting together in silence.  As we centre 
our minds in the stillness, we hold ourselves 
open to the Spirit.  Anyone may be prompted 
by the Spirit to offer spoken ministry or the 
silence may remain unbroken, yet often 
profound.  In Canada, the worship is 
unprogrammed, i.e. without paid ministers, 
and all are welcome to offer ministry.  From 
the beginning, there was equal participation 
by women in ministry, as in all aspects of 
Quaker life. 
 

While the Religious Society of Friends is 
rooted in the Christian faith, we are open to 
the truths of other spiritual traditions.  It is 
the silent worship which brings a sense of 
unity because without set prayers or rituals, 
all are fellow travelers on the path of the 
Spirit.  There are no outer sacraments 
because all of life is regarded as sacramental. 
 
The inner promptings of the Spirit lead to the 
outer life of action in the world in whatever 
tasks one is led to do.  The worship and the 
social action go together. 
 
In a business meeting, Quaker groups reach 
decisions by trying o seek together the will of 
God.  How does this lead to peace? 
 
Historically, during war, Quakers make efforts 
to ease the suffering of victims on all sides of 
a conflict. 
 
In peacetime, some of the broader 
applications of the Quaker Peace Testimony 
have been to work alongside the United 
Nations, providing behind-the-scenes support 
and encouragement for peace-making 
initiatives.  It has meant a continuing 
promotion of non-violent group techniques for 
mediation and social change.  Quakers also 
have a history of aiding refugees, supporting 
Aboriginal peoples, being involved in 
environmental issues, opposing capital 
punishment, and seeking new opportunities 
for those involved in the criminal justice 
system. 
 
George Fox, the 17th-century founder of 
Quakerism, had many visions.  Early on, when 
he was feeling particularly distressed, he had 
a vision of an ocean of darkness and death--of 
sin and misery--over the world, but also an 
ocean of light and love, which flowed over 
the ocean of darkness, revealing the infinite 
love of God.  This vision gave him strength to 
carry on his work.  Quakers believe that it is 
possible to experience now the transforming 
power of this "ocean of Light and Love" and 
for the individual to live a life guided by the 
Spirit. 
 
If we can learn to deal with one another by 
affirming and nurturing the best we find in 
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each other--or, in the words of George Fox--
by "answering that of God in everyone", then 
we can begin to build the bridges for peace. 
 
Lesley Read Speaks to PFLAG: 
Lesley spoke on gay rights issues from a 
personal, professional, and religious 
viewpoint, at a Feb. 20 meeting of 
Amherst/Sackville chapter of PFLAG: Parents, 
Families & Friends of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender & 2-spirit Persons. 
 

At the Anti-War Front 
Feb. 15 Peace March/Walk/Rally: 
Atlantic Friends, along with so many in the 
world, participated in demonstrations for 
peace, including those in Halifax and 
Fredericton and others.    
 
KAIROS Listing of Anti-War Demos:  
You may add your demo/rally in your town to 
their website listing: 
jgraham@kairoscanada.org 
 
In Bridgewater and Halifax, N.S.: - Margery 
Dahn, South Shore Worship Group 
 
"We are one of the sponsors of a weekly Vigil 
Against the War in Iraq, every Monday, 12:30-
1:30 pm, in front of the Bridgewater Post 
Office. 

"Most of our Meeting joined the march and 
rally for NO WAR IN IRAQ - 2200 STRONG - on 
Jan. 18 in Halifax. 
 
“All of us constantly write letters to 
government officials re: health care, 
environment, fair trade, fairer elections and 
PEACE - etc." 
 
In Wolfville, N.S.:  
A Peace March was held Jan. 18 in Wolfville, 
prior to a vigil at the post office.   
 
War Costs….Peace Provides 
 
 
In St. Stephen, N.B.: - Maria Recchia, Fundy 
Friends WG, NBMM  
 
An International Day of Action for Peace in 
Iraq was held here on Jan. 18, joining the 
border town of Calais, ME, and other 
communities across North America and 
around the world. 
 
The rally occurred at the cenotaph opposite 
the border crossing, with speakers, music and 
a march, with a reception in City Hall. 
 
Community activist, grandmother and retired 
schoolteacher from Saint John, Judith 
Meinert, spoke to the gathering. 
 
About 100 attended.  Three months ago 50 
people came together to the same place, 
urging diplomacy to resolve the crisis, and 
collected signatures which were forwarded to 
Foreign Minister Bill Graham. 
 
In Fredericton, N.B.: - The  Daily Gleaner 
 
People opposed to war with Iraq clogged 
downtown Fredericton streets on [Jan. 18].  
Approximately 500 people ended up at City 
Hall.  Many UNB and St. Thomas students as 
well as representatives from Wilmot United 
Church, the Fredericton Quakers and several 
other organizations took part. 
 
Edith Miller and her husband, Michael, both 
70, are Quakers who have attended a number 
of peace rallies. 

A Poem by Keith Helmuth written in 
1998, when he and Ellen were to depart 
NB for Philadelphia  
 
LIKE ARMS OF FOG 
Like arms of fog rising 
from small valleys 
into warming light 
of morning 
we will be gone 
from this watershed 
into a new life 
with images 
of woodland beauty 
overflowing 
old albums 
of memory. 
  Keith Helmuth, NBMM,  
  from Philadelphia 
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"My reason for not going to war is very simple 
and that is violence begets violence. There 
are many reasons for not going to war," Edith 
Miller said. 
 
"I'm scared.  It seems strange that the 
minority, the people in power, are going 
ahead with these plans of war." 
 
Michael Miller, who held his sign that read 
"Peace by peaceful means," said he attended 
the demonstration because of his anti-
violence views as a Quaker. 
 
"We're opposed to a war even if it is passed by 
a UN resolution.  We're always for solving 
things by peaceful means." 
 
Michael Miller believes Canada can help bring 
a peaceful resolution to the dispute.  "This is 
the only way that we can survive as people on 
this planet.  The more people realize this, the 
better." 
 
An organizer of the event, UNB student Asaf 
Rashid, said, "I represent FREEDOM 
Fredericton, which stands for Fredericton 
Residents for Education on the Economically 
Motivated Deployment of the Military.  The 
U.S. hasn't ruled out the use of nuclear war.  
Enough of this violence." 
 
Another FREEDOM Event:  
Fredericton FREEDOM planned another anti-
war “Street Party, and the wearing of white 
arm bands, on Feb. 18-19, when Canadian 
soldiers from CFB Gagetown conduct basic 
training in urban tactical warfare using the 
streets of downtown Fredericton.  The Mayor 
and Council, apparently, gave permission for 
these exercises without seeking input from 
the people they purport to represent.   
 
Fredericton Worship Group:   
Fredericton Quakers will hold a Peace Vigil 
every Sat. at noon in front of City Hall, 
starting Feb. 22, and pass out a flyer 
describing alternatives to war that we 
support. 
 

In Sackville, N.B.:   
On Jan. 18 about 50 people assembled in the 
Mt Allison University Chapel to make plans for 
an anti-war movement. 
 
Co-organizer and United Church minister 
Jamie Gripton enthused, "We had people 
representing different faiths all gathered 
together--members of the Islam, Quaker, 
Christian Science and Ba'hai communities, 
various churches and members of the agnostic 
community." (The Sackville Tribune-Post) 
 
About 225 signatures were collected from a 
petition in the local Farmers Market and in 
the Mount A. student building and sent to the 
PM. 
 
Then on the 24th, members of the ecumenical 
group rallied in front of the post office, and 
plan to continue to demonstrate every Friday.   
 
There may even be a Mount A student walk-
out, reports the Trib., in the event of a 
bombing campaign or invasion of Iraq.  
 

  "All our senses are given to us to enjoy, and 
to praise God.  The smell of he sea, of the 
blossom borne on the wind, of the soft flesh 
of a little baby; the taste of a ripe plum or 
bread fresh from the oven, the feel of warm 
cat's fur, or the body of a lover--these are all 
forms of thanksgiving prayer.  I am sure that 
it is as wrong to fail to delight in our bodies as 
it is to misuse them through excess.  Not to 
be a glutton does not mean that we may not 
delight in good food; not to be ruled by lust 
does not mean that we must not enjoy the 
exquisite pleasures of sex; not to be slothful 
does not mean that we must never lie in the 
sun, not doing, just being.  When Jesus said, 'I 
am come that they might have life, and that 
they might have it more abundantly', I do not 
think He was speaking only of spiritual life--I 
think He meant us to have positive delight in 
all the good things in this wonderful world 
which his Father created." 

Bella Bown, ca. 1980, 21.24, Quaker 
Faith & Practice, BYM 
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Personals 
Harry Roper, Houlton-Woodstock Worship 
Group, NBMM:  
Harry, Director of the Northern Maine 
Chamber Orchestra, gave 2 concerts on Jan. 
25-26, performing Mozart, Rimsky-Korsakoff, 
Duke Ellington, Victor Herbert, Otto Nicoli, 
and Scott Joplin.  
In the trumpet section was Charles Follini, 
sometime NBMM attender, who crossed the 
border from his current home in Grand Falls, 
where he is teaching elementary-school 
music. 
 
Barbara Conway, Antigonish WG:  
Barbara writes of her kidney removal in May, 
and that a tumor has not reappeared in the 
bladder. "I made a good recovery," Barb 
reports, "but was not allowed to dig my 
garden or get in my wood, etc., and it was 
fall before I really felt like driving any 
distance.  It was just in time for Celtic 
colours," which she enjoyed as she drove 
around Cape Breton. 
 
As for the Antigonish WG, Barb regrets that "it 
got down to just Sara [Avmaat] and myself, 
meeting at my house, but now is just me.  
Sara has gone to Halifax to finish her art 
degree at the College of Art.  I miss her.  She 
will be home at the end of March." 
 
Margery Dahn (South Shore WG) Has Walked 
The Path Of Peace For Most Of Her 70-Plus 
Years. –The  Bulletin 
Recently, her vigilant efforts in accomplishing 
her heart's desire were celebrated by the 
Council of Canadians.  They recognized, with 
"deep gratitude," her "outstanding 
contribution." 
 
It took much convincing before she agreed to 
the nomination.  "I didn't do anything that 
exceptional," she says.  Her colleagues beg to 
differ, seeing her endeavours as a lifetime 
achievement. 
 
Although Ms. Dahn's Quaker roots in pacifism 
run deeply--right back to way before her 
great-grandmother--she was unaware of the 
connection until reaching adulthood. 
 

I had no idea," she recalls.  "I was brought up 
Presbyterian."  She and her husband, Ray, 
joined the Quakers a few years into their 
marriage.  Ms. Dahn's recollections begin with 
childhood visions of the Dirty '30s …. 
Unemployed men or "hobos" coming to her 
family's back door.  "My mother always gave 
them a sandwich and coffee." 
 
At age 16, Ms. Dahn attended Guilford 
College, a small Quaker institution.  "I got to 
know young men who were struggling with 
their response to the [Second World War]--
and many became conscientious objectors.  
These years were critical in the formation of 
the values and concerns." 
 
Her "real" involvement with "living history" 
began in the '50s era of McCarthyism and 
Loyalty Oaths.  The '60s were real activist 
years.  The Dahns moved to Pennsylvania and 
formed York Action for Peace.  They brought 
in speakers and joined civil rights protests 
including one which would be a lifelong 
highlight….the "I Have a Dream" oration by 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
 
The Dahns kept busy with the anti-Vietnam 
War movement….The 1968 Democratic 
convention was a turning point.  "For the first 
time," she says, "we saw on television, troops 
in the streets in gas masks, shields and 
truncheons." 
 
This image of her homeland and the Vietnam 
War generated more and more thoughts of 
leaving the country.  The decision was not an 
easy one.  Ms. Dahn's American roots go all 
the way back to the landing of the Mayflower. 
 
The family, including four children, ages two 
to 15, set out to move [to Nova Scotia].  "It 
was quite an adventure.  We came with no 
job--on a wing and a prayer.  We have never 
regretted this move."  In fact, their children 
remain in Canada. 
 
At first, she anticipated a break from the 
peace movement, an opportunity to raise 
vegetables and free-range eggs and pick up 
her long-neglected cello.  The interlude was 
brief.  "With the threat of nuclear war, a 
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group in Lunenburg formed a Project 
Ploughshares Chapter." 
 
"The '80s blend into the '90s with big business 
becoming more and more influential …. and 
big cuts to social programs, education, health 
care, CBC …." 
 
Then came the first Iraq war.  While 
attending a Voice of Women meeting in 
Halifax she heard Maude Barlow describe her 
journey to Iraq …. "As she realized more and 
more the connections between peace and 
corporate globalization and power, she 
started this wonderful organization, now of 
over 100,000 members, the Council of 
Canadians." 
 
Ms. Dahn spearheaded Friday peace vigils 
starting after Sept. 11 until the following 
May. …. "We got a lot of thumbs up from 
people in cars.  A few people shouted bad 
things.  Some stopped on the street and 
thanked us." 
 
The Dahns have 11 grandchildren and are 
concerned with the state of the world they 
are inheriting.  She firmly believes we need a 
counterbalance to the violence-promoting 
entertainment industry. 
 
"If schools could teach reverence of life, the 
wonders of nature, the beauty of the planet 
and miracle of life, we wouldn't be so willing 
to destroy it," muses this celebrated peace 
activist. 
 
Daphne Davey, PEI Worship Group, NBMM: 
 
Daphne has been enjoying her rural "Robins 
Nest" home on PEI; its views, birds and 
horses, and visits from friends and relatives.  
However, she writes, "Things were not quite 
so idyllic this summer, when I was surrounded 
on three sides by conventionally grown potato 
fields.  The proximity to my certified organic 
garden (as close as 50 feet) of a heavily 
sprayed potato crop forced me to give up the 
certified status which I have held since 1988.  
Since I can now expect to be rubbing 
shoulders with potatoes every two or three 
years, I will not be able to re-certify.  

"I sold the story to the Atlantic Co-operator, 
and CBC Radio picked it up.  That interview 
brought support from listeners, friends, and 
even the provincial Minister for the 
Environment.  While I have personally fallen a 
victim, the overall picture is more 
encouraging as a critical mass of the general 
public is now making headway with 
government demanding regulation of acreage 
and practices of the potato industry, and 
stronger support of less environmentally 
damaging alternatives." 
 

 
"What is the Moral Assignment?" - Keith 
Helmuth Contributes A Paper to FWCC 
Conference.  Jan. 17-20, Guilford College: 
 
As Keith Helmuth, NBMM and Philadelphia 
sojourner, was unable to attend this 
conference of Friends World Committee on 
Consultation, Section of the Americas, a 
friend distributed the paper for him. 
 
What is the Moral Assignment?: Human 
Solidarity & the Quaker Peace Testimony 
explores the connection between 
ethical/spiritual considerations of 
community, ecology, and war. 
 
Keith claims that "a crisis that involves the 
social ecology of justice as well as earth's 
biotic integrity, has now been greatly 
complicated by war having been made an 
overt institutional feature of American 
economic life and international policy."  
 
In his Proposal, he suggests revisiting  
Kenneth Boulding's project on Quaker Studies 
on Human Betterment.  He proposes building 
"a new, focused process of public policy 
analysis with regard to advancing human 

"Do you cherish your friendships so 
that they grow in depth and 
understanding and mutual respect?  In 
close relationships, we may risk pain 
as well as finding great joy.  When 
experiencing great happiness or great 
hurt we may be more open to the 
working of the Spirit." "#21, Advices & 
Queries 
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solidarity and the creation of ecologically 
sound human/earth relationships." 
 
Keith talks about a Quaker "think tank" and 
national and international dialogue, and "a 
project that could serve as a research and 
information adjunct to Friends Committee on 
National Legislation, and help provide a 
balancing perspective for Quaker 
organizations that are oriented primarily 
toward the internal support of the Society of 
Friends." 
 
He concludes, "If John Woolman were among 
us he would probably have some closely 
reasoned things to say about immediate, 
direct intervention against the buildup for 
war; but I suspect he would also lend his mind 
and spirit to the long-run work of building 
human solidarity into a culture of economic 
equity and ecological integrity." 
 

Monthly Meeting Minutes 
Halifax Monthly Meeting 
Summary of Anne Thomas' Minutes of Feb. 4, 
2003, at home of Marie Welton 
12 Friends present; #21 from Advices & 
Queries read. 
 
• Atze Douma is arranging to have a trial of 

Sonic Ear equipment under consideration 
at the Atlantic School of Theology (AST). 

 
• HMM approved the report of 12 Friends 

who visited the Arimathea Funeral 
Cooperative in Upper Musquodoboit on 
Jan. 25, and recommend the following: 
i. that individual Friends be encouraged 

to take out personal memberships in 
the Arimathea Funeral Cooperative in 
Upper Musquodoboit;  

ii. that HMM take out a membership & 
purchase sufficient shares to cover 
the cost of one funeral by cremation 
to be used as needed;   

iii. that one Friend be named as contact 
with Arimathea on behalf of HMM;  

iv. that HMM not become a sponsoring 
congregation (be available to general 
public for funeral arrangements);  

v. that a small group of Friends be 
asked to prepare a document giving 

information on Quaker approaches to 
death, legal & practical 
requirements, update the end-of-life 
plans document, information on 
Arimathea, etc. (this to be brought 
to HMM for approval before being 
sent to all member/attender 
families);  

vi. that 2-3 Friends be named as holders 
of completed end-of-life plans and be 
of service to M&C at the time of a 
death. 

• Daniel Haran is led to go to Iraq for 2 
weeks with Voices in the Wilderness to 
take medical and musical supplies, and to 
encourage publicity around the ongoing 
sanctions.  HMM is "awed by the trust, 
humility and openness Daniel displays.  
He listens well and is ready to agree that 
not all the details are yet in place.  
Daniel seems ready to move with the 
Spirit as it blows in sometimes surprising 
ways.  We support Daniel in his concern 
and ask him to call on individuals in the 
Meeting as he feels led." 

 
• HMM agreed to endorse a statement 

opposing war in Iraq prepared by CCC, 
Project Ploughshares & KAIROS. 

 
 

"Friends are not naïve enough to believe that 
such an appeal 'to that of God' in a dictator or 
in a nation which for psychological or other 
reasons is in an aggressive mood will 
necessarily be successful in converting the 
tyrant or preventing aggression.  Christ was 
crucified; Gandhi was assassinated.  Yet they 
did not fail.  Nor did they leave behind them 
the hatred, devastation and bitterness that 
war, successful or unsuccessful, does leave.  
What can be claimed, moreover, is that this 
method of opposing evil is one of which no 
person, no group, no nation need be ashamed, 
as we may and should be ashamed of the 
inhumanities of war that are perpetrated in 
our name and with our support." 
 

 Kathleen Lonsdale, 1953, 24.26, 
Quaker Faith & Practice, Britain YM,  
Advices & Queries #21 
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Wolfville Monthly Meeting 
Summary of Carol Bradley's Minutes of Jan. 
15, 2003, 
at home of Marilyn Manzer, Clerk 
6 Friends were present. 
 
• The Meeting discussed renting Horton 

Community Centre for the year.  They 
plan to arrange biweekly advertising in 
the local paper, putting up a sandwich 
board sign, and purchasing a guest book.  
All members and attenders were asked to 
welcome enquirers.  This will be 
coordinated by Ministry & Counsel. 

 
• WMM will sponsor the Wolfville Area Inter 

Church Council website: www.waicc.org. 
 
• WMM received a request for a Committee 

for Clearness for Marriage under the care 
of the Meeting, for Katharine Vaux and 
Andrew Gillis. 

 
• A worship-sharing with Unity With 

Nature, facilitated by M&C, was 
appreciated. 

 
New Brunswick Monthly Meeting 
Summary of Edith Miller's Minutes of Jan. 26, 
2003 at E. Casey Hall, St. Thomas U. 
10 Friends present; #24-26 read, from Quaker 
Faith & Practice, Britain YM, by Kathleen 
Lonsdale 
 
• NBMM agreed to follow the activities of 

the Fredericton FREEDOM group, 
including joining in another anti-war 
"Street Party", and in telling the Mayor 
and City Council how we feel about their 
not informing the public that the 
Canadian soldiers from CFB Gagetown 
were going to conduct basic training in 
urban tactical warfare on the streets of 
Fredericton. 

 
• It was suggested that a CYM flyer, 

"Quakers Speak Out Against War and 
Terrorism", be distributed. 

 
• Jane Robertson (Sackville WG), who has 

formerly received support from Quaker 
Committee on Jails & Justice for her 
work in Nova Institution, a women's 
prison in Truro, NS, says that Nova needs 
a coordinator to train volunteers and 

match employers with inmates.  QCJJ 
coordinator Marc Forget will be referred 
to Nova's representative.  We support 
Jane and her circle of support for female 
prisoners released from Nova. 

 
• We are currently reviewing the chapter 

on Testimonies proposed for the new 
Canadian Faith & Practice and will 
suggest to the F&P committee what we 
would like to include. 

 
• Nominating Committee of CYM requests 

names for committee and office positions 
that need to be filled in CYM, and the 
forms for this will be circulated among 
our Worship Groups. 

 
NBMM - Summary of Edith Miller's Minutes of 
Feb. 16, 2003, at E. Casey Hall, STU 
6 Friends present; 21.24 read, from Quaker 
Faith & Practice, by Bella Bown, ca. 1980 
 
• We propose that each Atlantic MM 

appoint someone to be on CYM 
Representative Meeting, and that one 
representative of the three Atlantic MMs 
attend the three annual  CYM Rep. 
Meetings, on a rotation basis, to cut down 
on wasteful transportation.  We discussed 
the functioning of the form of our 
participation in Rep. Meeting. 

 
• We set up a schedule for bringing names 

forward for a new Nominating Committee 
and for positions in the Meeting that need 
to be filled. 

Schedule of Meetings 
Halifax 
• Tues., Feb. 18, discussion.  Implications 

of purchasing a meeting house & the role 
of trustees.  7:30 pm, Jennifer Dingle, 42 
Woodward Cres., Hfx, 443-2469 

• Sat., Feb. 22, retreat.  On Foundations of 
Faith chapter for new CYM Book of 
Discipline, 10:30-3:30.  John & Valerie 
Osborne, 5 Blink Bonnie Terr., 
Dartmouth, 461-0702.  Brown-bag lunch. 

• Sun., Feb. 23, Meeting for Worship (M4W) 
& 1st Day School (FDS), Library Bldg. 
Atlantic School of Theology (AST), 
Franklyn St., Hfx. 10:30 am. 
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• Sun., Feb. 23, Dartmouth Worship Group, 
10:30 am. Corrie & Atze Douma, 22 Lorne 
Ave., Dartmouth. 463-3498. 

• Tues., Feb. 25, called M4W4Business. On 
HMM's financial support for the Quaker 
Int'l Affairs Program. Corrie & Atze 
Douma. 

• Sun., Mar. 2, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 am, 
followed by M4W4B, 12:15. Brown bag 
lunch. 

• Sun., Mar. 9, M4W, AST, 10:30, NO lst 
DAY SCHOOL (Mar. Break), Sun., Mar. 9, 
Dartmouth WG, 10:30 am. Corrie & Atze 
Douma. 

• Tues., Mar. 13, video: "Bringing down a 
Dictator" (Slobodan Milosevic), time & 
place TBA. 

• Sun., Mar. 16, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 
am. 

• Sun., Mar. 23, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 
am. 

• Sat., Mar. 29, Haiku. Previously 
postponed session: Claire Henry, 10:30-
3:30, AST. Brown bag lunch. 

• Sun., Mar. 30, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 
am. 

• Tues., Apr. 1, M4W4B, Muriel Duckworth, 
#1016 6469 Bayers Rd., Hfx, 423-3887. 

• Sun., Apr. 6, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 am. 

• Sat., Apr. 12, Jesus at the Movies: 
workshop/retreat: Anne Thomas., 10:30 
am-9:30 pm, Sharon MacDonald, 6178 
Windsor Terr., Hfx, 453-1929. Brown bag 
lunch, potluck supper. 

• Sun., Apr. 13, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 
am. 

• Sun., Apr. 13, Dartmouth WG, 10:30 am, 
Corrie & Atze Douma. 

• Sun., Apr. 20, Easter Day. TBA. 

• Sun., Apr. 27, M4W & FDS, AST, 10:30 
am. 

• Sun., Apr. 27, Dartmouth WG, 10:30 am, 
Corrie & Atze Douma. 

 
NBMM 
• Our usual schedule is to have MM on the 

third Sun. of the month.  March MM, 
however, March schedule is TBA – contact 
Martha (vinmar@nbnet.nb.ca); April's will 
be Apr. 20.  They will as usual be in 
Edmund Casey Hall, St. Thomas U.  

  

"A Daughter's Unusual Revenge" 
from a book review in Christian Science 
Monitor, 5/13/02, of Revenge: A Story of 
Hope, by Laura Blumenfeld 
 
The author is the daughter of a rabbi who was 
shot by a Palestinian gunman in Jerusalem in 
1986.  The shooter, Omar Khatib, is in jail for 
his crime, "so she begins her quest for him to 
know the Blumenfelds by befriending his 
family without saying who she is, only that 
she's a US journalist." 
 
She makes a study of "the motivation for 
revenge….and her own quest to avenge an 
attack on her father…..At least one 
worldwide movement--restorative justice--
allows victims and communities to be 
involved in punishment, to help in reforming 
the offender. 
 
"Turning the other cheek is a tough rule to 
live by, she says, and an eye for an eye 'feels 
good for about 5 minutes until the person 
pops out your eye, and then all of a sudden 
you realize the futility of revenge and how it's 
ultimately self-defeating…..What I've learned 
is that revenge doesn't have to be about 
destroying your enemy, it can be about 
transforming your enemy or yourself.' 
 
"Her friendship with Mr. Khatib's family 
eventually allowed her to correspond with 
him.  He is educated and knows English, and 
tells her he has renounced violence.  They 
discuss 'constructive revenge'--in which a 
person's anger is channeled into 'building 
something up rather than lashing out,' she 
wrote. 
 
"In a recent interview on TV, Khatib (still in 
jail) said Blumenfeld 'chose the positive way 
of getting revenge from me.  And she 
succeeded.'"  -- em 
 
 


